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Beijing, China – WWF welcomes

the historic pledge by China and

Nepal to work together to better

protect nature in their countries. 

On June 3, the two countries

signed a Memorandum of

Understanding on environment and

biodiversity conservation, made

between the State Forestry

Administration of the People’s

Republic of China and the Ministry

of Forests and Soil Conservation of

the Government of Nepal. 

This is a historic moment for both

the countries as their governments

have joined hands for the first time

to promote cooperation in the field

of biodiversity conservation,

management of forest resources

and protection of wildlife. 

The two countries agreed to

implement the obligations of

international multilateral

environmental agreements and

conventions to protect the

environment and conserve

biodiversity.

“The signing of this MoU is a

milestone for co-operation between

the two governments in the field of

biodiversity conservation as well as

a big opportunity in controlling

smuggling of wildlife and their parts and promoting the

joint initiatives for livelihoods based on conservation,” said

Honorable Minister Mr. Deepak Bohara, Minister of Forests

and Soil Conservation, Government of Nepal.

WWF China and WWF Nepal, along with TRAFFIC, WWF’s

specialized global wildlife trade programme, played a

pivotal role in fostering cooperation between the

governments of the two countries. 

“This cooperation will help towards conserving the natural

heritage and benefiting the people in both the countries,”

© WWF Nepal

SFA Deputy Director Ms. Yin Hong,

People’s Republic of China and Mr.

Yuba Raj Bhusal, Secretary of Ministry

of Forests and Soil Conservation

Government of Nepal signing the MOU

in the presence of Honorable Minister

Mr. Deepak Bohara, Minister of Forests

and Soil Conservation, Government of

Nepal. They are surrounded by the

Nepali and Chinese delegation.

Related links

More on WWF's Year of the Tiger

campaign

<http://wwf.panda.org/what_we_do/endangered_species/tigers/tiger_initiative/>

TRAFFIC <http://www.traffic.org>

International Year of Biodiversity

<http://www.cbd.int/2010/welcome/>
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said Mr. Anil Manandhar, Country Representative, WWF

Nepal.

The agreement comes as the world’s governments have

not met the promise they made in 2002 to significantly

reduce the rate of biodiversity loss by 2010, the

International Year of Biodiversity. 

A positive move for tiger conservation

China and Nepal are two of the 13 range states where

tigers can be found today. Tigers are in the spotlight this

year during the Year of the Tiger in the Chinese lunar

calendar. There are possibly as few as 3,200 tigers left in

the wild and WWF is working this year to secure political

commitments that will double the number of tigers by the

next Year of the Tiger in 2022.

SFA Deputy Director Ms. Yin Hong, People’s Republic of

China and Mr. Yuba Raj Bhusal, Secretary of Ministry of

Forests and Soil Conservation Government of Nepal

signed the MOU in the presence of Honorable Minister Mr.

Deepak Bohara, Minister of Forests and Soil Conservation,

Government of Nepal. 

The Department of International Cooperation of the State

Forestry Administration of People’s Republic of China and

Department of Forests and Department of National Parks

and Wildlife Conservation of the Ministry of Forests and

Soil Conservation, and the Government of Nepal will be

the implementing agencies of the agreement for the two

governments respectively.

Comments

Tigers have had similar cultural and religious values both in

Nepal and China. Hope this MoU inked will result in effective

implementation towards the direction and results as anticipated.

WWF and also the Governments may also have to start working

on adaptation plans especially in focus with fauna keeping in

view of the fragile eco-system the two countries share and the

negative implications of climate change.

OMG!! I LOVE THIS NEWS.... IT'S THE BEST I'VE EVER

HEARD FROM YEARS!!!!

HOPE IT WILL BE REAL AND THEY WILL GET TIGERS OT

INFINITE NUMBER!!! i HOPE THAT SO...

ANYONE, FROM TOKYO OR BEIJING, CAN EMAIL ME AT

smart9leen@gmail.com

By the way i am a secondary school kid

It is a good news. Let us hope for the effective and efficient

transboundary biodiversity management initiatives between

Nepal and China. Congratulation WWF Nepal team and its

leadership to this milestone.
te j'èspère Tout Coeur Que Leur Projets seront concrétisés.Il

Faut Agir Vite Et maintenant! les Tigres et disparaissent Avec

Eux Espèces d'Autres!
hope it´s a real comitment and try to reach a higher number

of tigers...
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